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 In Capteurs d’ombres, viewers enter a small, 
darkened space and encounter a multi-media 
environment created with light, movement and 
sound. The experience of  place is disorienting 
and viewers are encouraged to stay for a while 
until an adjustment takes place whereby their 
sensory deprivation gives way to illumination 
and blur. As viewers gather information about 
the works in the installation, they find several 
boxes containing fragments of  old-fashioned 
machines that the artist has collected and re-
arranged in such a way as to create a cinematic 
experience with multiple layers of  visual and 
metaphoric complexity.  
 Central to our presentation of  new 
media works in 2012 is the notion of  expanded 
cinema and its relationship to other visual media 
and genres, film, television and video art. In 
creating a cinematic work that is immersive 
and dynamic, Morin questions the “myth of  
entertainment” from the standpoint of  the 
spectator, acknowledging the presence of  the 
viewer to undermine the separation of  cinema 
and life / art & life. 

Today when one speaks of  cinema, one implies a 
metamorphosis in human perception...Just as the term 
‘man’ is coming to mean man / plant / machine, so 
the definition of  cinema must be expanded to include 
videotronics, computer science, and atomic light.
- Expanded Cinema by Gene Youngblood (1970).

 Morin’s program created with shadow 
optics and non-cinmeatic tools, enacts this 
metamorphosis, extending our bodily presence 

into the mechanics of  production, and bringing 
the cinematic aura outside of  the passive 
consumption of  spectatorship. 

—Brenda Cleniuk

Biography

Diane Morin was born in the Kamouraska region 
of  Quebec and now lives and works in Montréal. 
She has been creating installations since 1998, 
joining her work with kinetic art and new media. 
She obtained an M.F.A. in fine arts (studio art) 
from Concordia University in 2003. Her work 
has been exhibited at VU in Quebec City, in 
Meanderings (curated by Nicole Gingras) at 
DAÏMÕN and AXENÉO7 in Gatineau and in the 
Biennale nationale de sculpture contemporaine in 
Trois-Rivières. Her work has been the subject of  
solo exhibitions at Optica in Montreal, Mercer 
Union in Toronto, Circa in Montreal, La chambre 
blanche in Quebec City, and What’s Up Vienna! 
What’s Up Montreal! in 2011. She was the recipient 
of  the Victor-martyn-Lynch-Stauton award for 
outstanding achievement by a mid-career artist in 
media arts, Canada Council for the Arts. 
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If  you are in a shipwreck and all the boats are gone, 
a piano top buoyant enough to keep you afloat that 
comes along makes a fortuitous life preserver. But 
this is not to say that the best way to design a life 
preserver is in the form of  a piano top

-Buckminster Fuller “Operating Manual for Spaceship 
Earth” 1968

Amidst the cultural revolution of  the 1960’s and 
before the gas crises of  the 1970’s, Buckminster 
Fuller was one of  the first Western thinkers to 
identify the limits of  growth for human societies. 
In various essays throughout the 60’s he laid out a 
theory for a sustainable relationship with the world. 
The central tenant of  this philosophy, and perhaps 
his greatest contribution to western architectural 
discourse, was his argument for “comprehensive 
anticipatory design”—now known as ‘design science.’ 
He suggested that our awareness of  global trends 
and events allowed us the opportunity to, in effect, 
predict the future (claiming that the next twenty-five 
years could be accurately forcasted). It is important to 
remember that architecture is not solely assemblages 
of  brick and mortar or steel and concrete, it is the 
practice of  defining the relationship inhabitants 
have with their environment. Design science takes 
this holistic view of  architecture into account when 
examing the interconnected relationships between 
environmental conditions including: resources, 
politics, climate, economy, and culture. Using his 
predictions, Fuller laid out a plan for a sustainable 
way of  living on “Spaceship Earth,” by extracting 
and producing only what our planet could replenish 
and absorb.

What we are living in now however, is the 
evil twin to the future proposed by Fuller. The 
consequences of  our reckless consumption is visible 

in the housing crises in most of  the united states, 
economic uncertainty in Europe, the decimation of  
our natural environment and resources, abhorable 
economic and housing conditions for First Nations 
reservations such as Attawapiskat, and Saskatchewan’s 
own housing crisis (paradoxically borne in part from 
our isolated economic growth). Our unbounded 
addiction to unplanned growth (supposedly guided by 
the phantom glove of  the omnipotent but incognizant 
market forces) has left us in a state of  global instability 
and uncertainty.

This exhibition presents portraits of  the 
various resultant Unplanned Architectures that now 
define our landscape. The “unplanned” here is 
multiple: it is the architectural cousin to capitalism 
or other unplanned economies (market architecture)1, 
it is the architecture of  necessity that is borne from 
crises, it is the unforeseen forms that emerge from 
buildings as living systems (living architecture), it is the 
intuitive patching together of  previous forms like the 
Frankensteinian advancement of  Western civilization 
(automatic architecture). 

The construction of  permanent2 buildings 
binds us to a specific way of  interacting with our 
environment. Like the calcification of  bones in an 
organism, it defines the constraints within which 
the living organism can operate.3 This relative 
permanence is why treating architecture like capital 
(whose production rises and falls according to periods 
of  growth and recession) is dangerous. Although 

1 The notion of  socialism as a “planned economy” vs. 
capitalism as an “unplanned” or “market” economy can be 
found in Alec Nove’s The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of  
Economics v. 3, 1987.
2 The term permanence as it is used here refers to the sub-
jective assumption of  the given object’s status as unchang-
ing
3 Manuel De Landa explores the city as analogous to the 
calcification of  bones in his 1997 book A Thousand Years of  
Non-linear History.
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the function of  most architecture changes with use, 
its form is not so fluid. We are often forced to work 
within the systems we already have, and any changes 
or additions we make will have just as far reaching 
consequence. Perhaps though, the lull in growth 
caused by a global economic recession is a perfect 
time to step back and consider the changes we want to 
make. It offers us the unique opportunity to rethink 
our place in this world; it is a time for architectural 
experimentation, to examine the philosophical 
implications of  our constructed environments and 
our relationships with them. 
 In the December 2009 issue of  
“Architectural Record,” James Murdock suggested 
that this recession would see a new generation of  
“paper architects” (architects who create plans 
that are meant as theoretical investigations with no 
intention of  having them be actually built), just as 
we saw in the great depression. It would be the task 
of  these new paper architects to fill the gaps in our 
current system. As much of  the world scrambles, 
arms bent backwards in an attempt to retroactively 
draw up plans to save our crumbling infrastructure—
and others move forward with heedless abandon, 
relishing the collapse—these artists, these new 
paper architects, are preparing us for a renewed 
comprehensivity. They illustrate our fascination with 
the collapse, they illuminate our feelings of  dread and 
excitement, and they examine failings in analogous 
architectural shifts, while all along appreciating the 
beauty of  the uncertain and emergent structures that 
rise from the natural movement of  cities, buildings 
and culture.

In Andreas Buchwaldt’s “Möbius Wall”, a section 
of  the gallery wall rises and falls, like the laboured 
breathing of  a wireframe giant. Buchwaldt’s kinetic 
sculpture—built from wood, wire and light—projects 
its shadow on the wall that it twins, mapping its 
contour as it collapses then rebuilds itself. There is 
something peculiarly satisfying about watching the 
walls collapse without consequence—a satisfaction 
that mirrors the pleasure one would imagine fills 
onlookers at a building demolition ceremony. Unlike 
a properly imploded building however, this one rights 
itself  after its implosion, allowing the onlooker to 
rewatch, like a child screaming “again, again!” at an 
amusement park. The figure of  the spectator watching 
gleefully as a building demolishes, however, has 
become an anachronism as has the television trope 
of  fighting over the demolition plunger (e.g. Hogan’s 
Heroes’ “you do the honours”). Today, the image 
of  implosion has shifted from tech-novelty to the 
eponymous symbol of  virtual tragedy.  

While in Saskatchewan we are amongst a 
period of  growth, construction and revisioning, this 
process is taking place amongst a backdrop of  distant 
turmoil, leaving us to either wait, watch and learn, 
or to retreat into the safe distance of  spectatorship. 
Within our4 isolation from the crises, and due to our 
passive spectator consumption of  disaster through 
newscasts and facebook, we rarely witness real disaster, 
but instead see its semblance—the articulation of  the 
virtual which gives us an awareness of  the potential 
for disaster. Perhaps this is why witnessing virtual 
calamity is exciting, or perhaps it’s just the adrenaline 
of  confronting disaster (however artificial) and 
surviving unscathed.

Virtual disaster is a constant presence on 
our cultural peripheral but it is rare for any individual 
virtual disaster to seem permanent, instead, they are 
fleeting and repetitive. In Buchwaldt’s illusion, time is 
4 “Our” here refers to a limited group of  relatively safe, 
sheltered, and comfortable residents of  Saskatchewan’s 
larger cities, which includes the author and most of  Neu-
tral Ground’s viewership.



oscilatory. Reliving the same collapse again and again 
provides a comforting but simplistic image of  a 
cyclical history, hypnotically repeating itself, rise and 
fall, birth and death, it’s all happened before and will 
continue to forever. Drifting along this möbius strip 
of  a timeline we are caught in a false autopoeietic 
loop, fed by our purported desire to rewatch abstract, 
virtual disaster, like a second ride on a rollercoaster, 
replete with artificial danger. Buchwaldt’s wall is 
like a schrodinger’s cat, caught between states, 
both collapsed and not. In his living architecture, 
Buchwaldt embraces the buildings death, and finds 
new emergent architectures in the patterns of  
collapse and unintended lines that create something 
new as they fall apart, waiting for the observer to 
have a fleeting thrill of  glimpsing something ‘real’.

In Dagmara Genda’s “Collapsed Building” lines 
from a distorted, twisted and collapsing building 
bleed onto the floor, like a drawing melting off  of  
the gallery wall. The thick black lines in Genda’s work 
coalesce into an architectural drawing of  a building 
imploding. This building’s limpness does not come 
from precisesly placed explosives, however, instead 
it sags under the weight of  gravity pulling at her 
materials. Genda’s drawing is a tracing of  a tracing 
of  a tracing. Originally based off  photographs she 
took of  a soviet-era apartment block from her old 
neighbourhood in Poland, Genda projected and 
traced the image in paint, then cut out the line 
drawing. The resultant lines where paint was allowed 
to drip to the ground were included alongside 
the rest of  the drawing when it was hung loosely, 
sagging in the middle where the paper could no 
longer support itself. This new form is then digitally 
traced, printed to vinyl, then hand cut and applied to 
the gallery wall, floor, and ceiling. Genda’s layers of  
tracing and translation show the gradual degradation 
of  form and function that occurs in formal rather 
than structural imitation; uncritical reproduction 
manifests like a degenerative disease. 

Similarly, this apartment block was built 

under a superficial adaptation of  socialism as an 
inadequate response to a housing crisis. Communist 
Polish housing policies, along with most state 
policies, was based off  of  Soviet Russian models, 
themselves successivelly degenerated from marxist 
thought. Like many other pitfalls in communist 
policy, the housing crisis of  the 1980’s resulted from 
a divide between theory and practice. While the 
rise of  socialism in Russia and Eastern Europe was 
intended to solve the economic and social disparities 
brought on by unplanned socio-economic systems, 
the resulting ‘planned’ communist economies lacked 
comprehensivity. The housing sector was consolidated 
with all other construction projects, resulting in the 
prioritization of  state projects while general housing 
was neglected, which left no real infrastructure for 
urban planning. While the blocks ‘mended’ by these 
structures were carefully planned, their architectural 
infrastructures were undermined by the introduction 
of  poor facsimiles of  apartment blocks, implanted like 
untested artificial donor organs into an ailing body. 
The combination of  inefficient building practices, 
artificially low rent,5 material shortages, and a severe 
economic recession, housing production stagnated, 
and the few projects that did get through went up 
rather hastily, with little design and poor materials. 
This poorly thought out response to the housing crisis 
spurred on the civil unrest which eventually led to the 
collapse of  the Polish United Workers Party, and the 
rise of  a liberal capitalist economy.6 

As the consequences of  sprawl and 
deregulation become widely apparent, the architecture 
of  our current system is readying to be uprooted 
and rebuilt—yet while this market architecture is 

5 This era saw a rash of  failures brought on by misman-
aged rent control, where governments failed to incremen-
tally increase housing costs, instead only increasing prices 
when situations became dire and they were forced to 
sometimes double housing costs in a single rate hike.
6 Due to Poland’s implementation of  rigid regulation in 
their transition to capitalism it was the only EU nation to 
avoid the recent recession.



being dismantled, potential replacements are largely 
theoretical or completely unknown. Genda’s work 
reminds us of  the dangers of  prioritizing construction 
projects in the commercial sector over residential 
projects. In Saskatchewan our housing shortage, 
has arguably risen from the decline of  our minor 
socialist history, but in our current state of  limbo—
hovering between eras, like a building mid-collapse 
or half  constructed, it is important to remember that 
there is no easy solution to deep structural problems 
within our social architecture. While we put our neo-
liberal/unplanned capitalist structures under deep 
scrutiny for the social problems they have caused, 
it is important not to romanticize supposedly 
planned structures such as socialism, for their mere 
implementation, does not in itself  come with a plan.

Bruce Montcombroux’s series of  sculptures, 
“Assembly is the Reverse of  Disassembly” 
engender an architecture whose only consideration 
is its own production and proliferation. The 
structures, arranged in a semi-circle on top of  
their shipping crates, have buttresses jutting 
off  haphazardly, and oblong, tumorous domes, 
melded together precariously like the wayward 
mutant children of  an illicit futurist/constructivist 
coupling. Montcombroux’s sculptures—inspired 
by the emergent and incidental architectures of  
natural landscape, errant city plans and unfinished 
buildings—follow a localized logic that proceeds 
amnesicly, having lost track of  their original intent. 
Like the forward looking futurist, the enlightenment 
era historian, or an arrogant child, they stubbornly 
progress outwards and forwards disregarding their 
past—except for in the careful consideration of  
aesthetic pleasure and efficient shipping. These 
last two characteristics are vital for the survival 
of  sculptural objects. Like organisms evolving in 
response to the conditions of  their environment, 
Montcombroux’s structures have become adept 
self-proliferaters. Designed to be easily packed, 
shipped and displayed at various art institutions, and 

maximizing their use of  materials right down to the 
shipping crates, his objects are perfectly suited to the 
nomadic nature of  the art world object (or subject).

These snails perched atop their shells, 
interiorize landscape, using architectural language to 
bridge the emergent engineering of  natural forms 
with automatic architecture of  objects evolved to 
adapt to the constraints of  their environment. They 
emerge from what Montcombroux describes as a 
“post-use, post-calamity point of  view, one that has 
no contingency plan.” His exploration of  emergent 
forms, and the errancy of  self-proliferating design, 
displays the chaotic order within the inevitable 
degradation of  architectural intent that infects all 
plans simply through use, adaptation, and evolution.

T + T’s (Tyler Brett and Tony Romano) practice 
involves constructing imaginary communities for 
a post-calamateous world. Clumsily attempting to 
employ Fuller’s “art of  ephemeralization”—doing 
more with less—T + T often come up with inventions 
of  unnecessary complexity, built from the upcycling 
and reutilization of  the detriment our society would 
leave behind after some great calamity. In Unplanned 
Architectures are various plans and maquettes for these 
heterotopic off-the-grid survival camps are displayed. 
These plans combine an assortment of  automobile 
parts patchewd together with cheap mass produced 
building supplies—“carchitecture.” In these plans for 
water towers, santuaries, condos and more, the car 
chassis replaces Fullers’ piano top life preservers, in 
their architecture of  necessity. In a post-oil world, 
where manufacturing has likely slowed to a halt, the 
use-value of  familiar objects has shifted dramaticaly. 

While post-apocalyptic societies are often 
portrayed as nomadic, T + T’s world appears rather 
sedentry, sources of  transportation are repurposed 
for settlement or energy production. The architects 
of  these plans live in a state of  post-globalization. 
With their lack of  mobility, they are incapable of  
the comprehensive awareness Fuller utilized in his 
design science to develop a formula for sustainable 



approaches of  living on the planet Earth. But the 
resultant architectures in T + T’s created world, 
despite the humorously misappropriation of  
materials, become more sustainable without this 
globally aware comprehensive planning. Their return 
to thinking exclusively in terms of  local terrain, 
however, is borne of  necessity, presumably arising 
from a period of  horrifying destruction, and a 
cleansing of  our cultural memory and ambitions. 
T + T’s plans, playfully rebel against unsustainable 
systems, suggesting that they instead be used to 
construct inhabitable sculpture. In their creative 
misuse of  materials, they upend Fuller’s design 
principles, turning his most iconic symbol of  the art 
of  ephermeralization, the Fuller-Dome, into a fishin’ 
hole.

I think that we are clinging to a great many 
piano tops in accepting yesterday’s fortuitous 
contrivings as constituting the only means for 
solving a given problem.

-Buckminster Fuller

—John G. Hampton

BIOgRAPHIES:

Andreas Buchwaldt was born in Denmark 
and grew up on the Canadian Prairies where 
he completed his BFA at the University of  
Saskatchewan. He is currently based in Toronto 
working towards an MFA at York University. 
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and Habitat ’10 at AKA Gallery (Saskatoon).
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T&T (Tyler Brett and Tony Romano) have been 
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work has been exhibited internationally and is 
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from the Emily Carr Institute of  Art and Design 
(Vancouver). Tyler Brett completed his MFA at the 
University of  Saskatchewan in 2009 and is currently 
based in Bruno SK where directs the Bruno Arts 
Bank artist residency, mini-museum and presentation 
venue. Tony Romano is currently based in Toronto, 
Ontario and is co-director of  Hunter and Cook 
Magazine and Projects.  He is represented by Diaz 
Contemporary (Toronto).
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